Detection of B chromosomes in interphase hemolymph nuclei from living specimens of the grasshopper Eyprepocnemis plorans.
The two most important evolutionary properties of B chromosomes are their transmission rate (which suggests their selfishness when significantly higher than 0.5) and their net effects on carrier fitness (usually negative for parasitic Bs). The study of transmission rate unavoidably requires the analysis of many controlled crosses in order to accurately measure population average transmission rate. Therefore, getting a marker closely associated to B presence is of crucial importance to alleviate the load of performing many useless crosses between lacking B individuals. After investigating several cytogenetic techniques on several tissues that may be sampled without drastically damaging live specimens of the grasshopper Eyprepocnemis plorans, we report here the excellent results provided by the CMA3 fluorescence and C-banding techniques applied to hemocyte nuclei. These cells may be easily obtained from both males and females and provide information on B presence even during the interphase stage. The two cytogenetic techniques take advantage of the heterochromatic nature of the B chromosomes, so that Bs made predominantly of ribosomal DNA are revealed by CMA3 as bright bodies in the interphase hemocytes, and Bs mostly made of satellite DNA are visualized by C-banding as intensely stained bodies in these cells.